Recommended Training & Preparation for UiPath RPA Associate v1.0 (UiPath-RPAv1)

Training and Hands-on Experience

The following represents the recommended learning path the Minimally Qualified Candidate (MQC) can take to prepare for the UiPath RPA Associate v1.0 Exam:

Training Options:

- **UiPath Academy** RPA Associate Learning Plan is a comprehensive online training for you to prepare for the Associate exam **at no cost to you.**
  - OR -

- UiRPA aligned course at a UiPath Academic Alliance institution or at a **UiPath Learning Partner (ULP)** training organization:
  
  - Course Title: Robotic Process Automation Design & Development v3.0
  
  - OR -

- Other training or self-learning sources that cover the subjects listed in the exam description document to prepare for the exam.

Hands-on Experience:

1. Developing an attended process (i.e., workflow)
2. Developing an unattended process (i.e., workflow)
3. Proof of Concept – creating and/or demonstrating
4. Experience resolving application changes and/or code changes
5. Peer code reviews

Exam Preparation

In addition to the recommended learning path, the practice test is an additional study tool to prepare for the UiPath RPA Associate v1.0 Exam:

- **RPA Associate v1.0 Practice Test**